K-2
Elementary Music
Scavenger Hunt
This assignment is the perfect activity for K-2
students who are on an break from school due to
holidays, weather, or illness. Students check off
each box as they accomplish them. Teachers may
want to include song suggestions for their
students as reminders of what they have learned in
class.
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Name:

Music Scavenger Hunt K-2
Cross off each box that you are able to complete while you
are out of school. See how many you can do!
Sing 2 songs
you learned in
class for a
family member
at home.

Sing a song to a Listen to some
stuffed animal. music and rock
your stuffed
animal to the
steady beat.

Move like an
elephant. Move
like a mouse.

Teach a family
member a song
from class.

Sing a song that Turn on some
Listen to your
has numbers or music and
favorite song on
counting in it.
dance with only YouTube.
one body part
at a time.

Walk in a curvy
pathways in as
many rooms in
your house as
you can.

Tap the steady
beat using
something you
find in your
bedroom.

See if you can
Pretend you are Create new
say 3 different
a seed and grow movements to
nursery rhymes. into a tree.
one of our songs
from class.

Make up new
words to a
rhyme that you
know.

Talk to a family
member like
you are a whale.

Count to 100 in
your head.

Invent a new
instrument and
draw a picture
of it.

Sing a song
from class in
your head.

Call a family
member and
teach them a
song.

Find 5 things in
your house that
make a loud
sound.

Find 5 things in
your house that
make a quiet
sound.

Make an
instrument
using only items
you find at your
house.

Set up your
Practice the
Teach someone
stuffed animals moves from a
in your house
or toys in a
song from class. an echo song.
circle and teach
them a song.
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